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130 Alumni Networks as of April 2018
103 Local, 27 Offshore
210,000 alumni
100 nationalities
Since the founding of HKU in 1911
HKU principles:

情．義．緣
HKU principles:

情 . 義 . 緣

Devotion . Integrity . Connectivity
Mobilising Alumni Networks –

Alumni can **GIVE** their time, expertise, donations... to support Teaching and Learning –

- student experiences
- service learning
- cosmopolitan campus
- sharing professional expertise
- internships and placements
- professional exposure
- community engagement
- social impact
- international networks
- and more.....
The great Cycle of Giving

Students > Alumni > Students
HKU examples..

• Mentorship Programme
• Fireside Chats, Talks, Lectures…
• DreamCatchers – entrepreneurship
• HKU Foundation
Alumni can be Mentors...

www.mentorship.hku.hk
Alumni can hold Fireside Chats....

www.alumni.hku.hk
Fireside Chat
@HKU Foundation Chamber
Alumni can support innovation & entrepreneurship

DreamCatchers

www.idendron.hku.hk
iDendron
HKU Innovation & Entrepreneurship Hub
Alumni can donate to support scholarships etc

HKU Foundation

www.giving.hku.hk
WHY GIVE

Supporting HKU is an investment in excellence and helps us to advance our mission of creating knowledge, educating tomorrow's leaders, and addressing the most challenging issues of our time.

A gift from the Class of 2017 opens doors to a myriad of enrichment opportunities

WHAT YOU CAN SUPPORT

You will be helping HKU to raise the bar of excellence, make new

NURTURING MINDS
Support HKU scholarships to open doors and change lives

ADVANCING KNOWLEDGE
Keep the tradition of excellence and the power of innovation alive at HKU

REDEFINING SPACE
Build the future of education by renewing and revitalising campus spaces

EMBRACING THE WORLD
Commitment to serve society and share knowledge - at the heart of HKU since 1911

www.giving.hku.hk
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